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UpSONAR User Agreement for Members 

(User Policy) 

Version November 2015  

 

Note: Readers are now completing an agreement which is legally binding. These standard terms and conditions shall apply to all offers, 

quotations, purchases and agreements in respect of which Up Executive Agents & Search Pty Ltd (‘Up’) also trading as Up Search and 

Selection, acts as party. These terms and conditions shall apply in full between Up and its opposite party, unless Up has agreed in writing to a 

deviation there from. Any general terms and conditions used by the Member shall not apply as far as the relationship between Up and the 

Member is concerned, unless Up has accepted the applicability of such terms and conditions expressly in writing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

 

I. Purpose. 

 

The vision of Up is to be recognised as being the world’s best Career Development and Transition Service. Up’s Mission is to make it faster, 

easier and less expensive for job seekers to secure career opportunities. In consideration for being granted use of the platform and the 

support provided by UpSONAR’s Support Team (support which includes job sourcing, packaging, strategy, research etc), users of the 

platform acknowledge that they’re represented exclusively by Up but only to the employers and employment opportunities that they are 

marketed to through use of the platform. This does not apply to employers solely approached by the Member outside of the UpSONAR 

platform. Fees paid by employers who choose to hire Members marketed to by the UpSONAR platform part compensates Up for the 

considerable costs in providing this unique service to the platform’s users (Members) and gives us a fair chance of securing a return on our 

investment in the member and the risk we have taken on board in supporting each member. 

 

II. Extent and Intent. 

 

You unconditionally agree that by using Up’s online and offline material and / or services, or other information provided as part of the Up 

services (collectively or the “Services”), you are entering into a legally binding agreement with Up Executive Agents & Search Pty Ltd 

facilitators of the UpSONAR’s platform (‘Up’, ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘our’) based on the terms of this User Agreement and the Up Privacy Policy (see 

www.upsonar.com/upprivacypolicy ) incorporated by reference (collectively referred to as the ‘Agreement’) and become an UpSONAR User 

(“User”). Note: ‘User’ also includes ‘Member’. 

 

You acknowledge you are bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement individually even if you have another Agreement in place 

with Up on behalf of another legal entity. Individuals and entities not wishing to become bound by this Agreement should now cease to read, 

and use in anyway Up’s online and offline material. Do not register your details, or request any information from Up. Do NOT click the ‘Join 

Up’ button or Register. Otherwise by clicking the “Join Up” button or Registering or Logging in on the site you agree that you have 

unconditionally accepted the provision of this Agreement and wish to become bound by them. You also recognise that by clicking the “Join 

Up” button or by Registering that this is an automatic electronic signature. This User Agreement as well as Up’s Privacy Policy, together make 

up the Terms of Service for Up for Users. By becoming a User you acknowledge that you have read and understood the terms and conditions 

of both and that you agree to be bound by all of their provisions.  

 

 

2. YOUR COMMITMENTS. 

 

I. Applicable Regulations, Policies and Procedures and this Agreement. 

 

By becoming  registered on this website and in becoming bound by this Agreement you’re also required to abide by all applicable laws, 

policies and processes defined below which may change from time to time with or without varying times of advanced notification as well as 

those detailed in Up’s Privacy Policy ( www.upsonar.com/upprivacypolicy ). 

 

II. Qualifying Criteria; 

 

To be qualified to use Up’s Services including the UpSONAR Platform, you must satisfy the following criteria and claim and certify that you:  

 

a) Are over the age of 18,  

b) Will not apply for or use more than one Account, Profile, or Membership Model at any time,  

c) Will not use any aliases in setting up or using your Account, Profile or Model in correspondence with Up unless advised firstly in writing 

and then only on securing written approval from Up, 

d) Are legally able to enter into this Agreement, and use Up’s website, systems and material and are not in breach of any contract or 

obligations imposed on you personally or by an entity you represent, 

e) Acknowledge that Up are not obligated to cover any costs of your hardware, software, utilities or subscriptions from ISP services etc,  

f) Will not breach any rights of Up, including use of Up’s databases, systems, information, and /or intellectual property rights for example 

strategies, copyright and trademarks, 

g) Have not had any restrictions or bans imposed on you by Up, 

h) Are not currently or planning to be a competitor or working for a competitor of Up, or engaging in or about to engage in any competitive 

activity to Up, (see ‘Competition’ top of page), 

i) Are not a persons who is, are about to, or have in the past 12 months been employed by (or consulting to) organisations involved in 

either recruitment, search and selection, human resources, career transition, outplacement, or similar entities including companies that 
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host or promote job boards or job websites are not able to register or takeout membership, 

j) Especially understand and can abide by the Member ‘Do’s’ and ‘Don’ts’ included in Clause twelve thirteen herein. 

 

III. Username, Passwords and Secret Questions (Login Details) 

 

You Undertake: (1) to Keep your Login Details confidential and secure; (2) not to allow others to use or edit your Account or Profiles; (3) not 

to use other Users’ Accounts and Profiles; (4) not to sell, trade, or in any way transfer your Up Account, Profile or access to another entity; 

and (5) not to charge any entity for the use of or viewing any of Up’s information, Intellectual Property or Services. You agree that you’re 

solely responsible for any abuse of your Account or Profile until you close down your account or provide proof that without any negligence 

or will on your behalf your Account security was violated.  

 

IV. License and warranty for your submissions and information provided to Up. 

 

As the User the information you provide Up under this Agreement is recognised as your property, and you may request its deletion at any 

time, unless this information is in the public domain, is information or content you have shared with others and is included in their 

information, or has been copied or stored by other users.  

 

In giving Up information, you claim and certify that you are authorized to submit it and that it is truthful, non-confidential, and not in breach 

of any contractual limitations or any rights of other individuals or entities. You’re obligated to keep your Up Account and Private and Public 

profile information truthful and up to date.  

 

V. Indemnification of Up. 

 

Users indemnify Up and all of its associated entities and hold them harmless for all costs (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ 

fees and costs) losses, damages, and related charges, third party claims and inquiries, caused by: (1) any action or activity in which you 

engage on or through Up, (2) any content you submit to Up’s Services;, and (3) your failure to obey the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement, including, without restriction, your submission of content that interrupts third party rights or applicable rules, and laws. 

 

VI. Prior Information to Up of any acts in Contravention 

 

Users who believe legally they are permitted or required to act in any way contrary to the terms and conditions of this Agreement must 

inform us in writing of detailed reasons that substantiate this at least forty five (45) days prior to them contravening any part of this 

Agreement. This is in order to give Up the time to consider your reasons and at our sole discretion put forward other options which may 

resolve the situation before it arises. This is not however an obligation on us.  

 

VII. Payment information. (This section is not applicable to candidates sponsored by UP or a recruitment firm or employer.) 

 

For all others Members who are NOT sponsored, Up usually use the services of PayPal, an independent payment gateway in collecting 

payment for our services. Usually Up do not usually hold any User personal payment details, e.g credit card details. In the unlikely event that 

you give us your personal payment details in purchasing any services that we offer for a fee, either on a once-off or continual (subscription) 

basis you agree to Up storing your payment card information. You also agree to pay the applicable fees for products and services (including, 

without limitation, recurring fees if required) as they become owing as well as all related taxes, and to reimburse Up for all collection costs 

and interest for any outstanding amounts. Your responsibility to pay fees continues through the date you cancel your use of any part of Up’s 

Service. All fees and charges are non-refundable. Up provide no refunds or credits for partially used periods or subscriptions. Users may 

cancel their paid Subscription by their Account Settings interface. You also acknowledge that all of Up Services are subject to this Agreement 

as well as those detailed in the respective Member Model Terms and Conditions, for Members who have invested in those respective 

Models. 

 

VIII. Notifications, Service Updates and Messages. 

 

Up provide updates, messages and notifications that relate to our service from time to time. These are sent via emails to the User’s 

UpSONAR issued Email Account (despite a User possibly having other email accounts associated with each User). You also agree that Up may 

communicate with you information on services and your Account through your UpSONAR email account or preferred email account or 

through other means including email, any telephone number or any postal service, or delivery services including Postal Service about your 

Up account or services associated with Up. Users have some control over what information they receive by reviewing their ‘Account 

Settings’.  

 

You acknowledge and agree that your failure to check or maintain these sources of communication e.g a valid operable email account or 

phone number, shall not result in any liability on Up for you not receiving important information about your Account for example critical 

interview information. Up create a User specific email address (UpSONAR Email) to be used for all User correspondence to Up and all other 

parties for job hunt related purposes only. Members are bound to use this account for any and all correspondence to Organisations 

(Employers and or Recruiters and other), they have been introduced to, and or initiated dealings with through UpSONAR, or where they have 

accessed research provided via Up, or used Up’s advice in approaching or dealing with these organisations. 

 

You acknowledge and agree that Up retain full rights to this email account and grants access to this to User’s at Up’s sole discretion. Users 

acknowledge and agree that terminating their subscription results in Up terminating access to this Account. Up may continue giving the User 

access to this account at Up’s sole discretion. 
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IX. Submissions to Up 

 

Users acknowledge and agree that in submitting thoughts, documents, business plans, proposals, information on job vacancies current or 

future or similar information to Up be it though our online portals or offline portals that the information is not confidential or proprietary 

and that Up are under no express or implied obligation to keep this confidential. Up are entitled to disclose or use (or not to), this 

information globally on and offline without limitation. Up currently may be compiling numerous strategies, proposals and business plans 

which are similar to those submitted by Users and thus in submitting this information Users irrevocably give up all their rights to these 

submittals including all compensations, payments and reimbursements relating to them to Up.  

 

X. Correspondence, Communication and Sharing Information between Users (UpSONAR™ Groups, Chat rooms, Blogs, Questions and 

Answers, Updates, Organisations Information etc.). 

 

Up offers numerous mediums and blogs from time to time such as UpSONAR™ Groups and Questions and Answer web pages (UpSONAR™ 

Q&A) where you can post your thoughts and considerations on an assortment of topics. Up also may give Users the capability to share 

material with other Users through their UpSONAR™ email account and User Personal Public Profile. This material may from time to time be 

visible to other Users. Up cannot warrant that other Users will not use this material. Users acknowledge that they will not put any 

information on Up websites that is confidential or in breach of any legal responsibility on any User not to share or be made public. Users 

acknowledge and accept sole responsibility for any misuse or inappropriate use of any information posted on any of ups on or offline blogs, 

questions and answers, profiles or other.  

 

XI. Export Restrictions. 

 

Users shall not knowingly (either directly or through another party) receive or give any other Users or viewers of Up’s websites any 

information for which they are disallowed by their respective government organisations.   

 

XII. Privacy. 

 

Users acknowledge they have read and understood Up’s Privacy Policy ( www.upsonar.com/upprivacypolicy ) prior to becoming a User or 

Member as it details the use and treatment of information public and personal, that Users give to us in deciding to become a User as it 

governs our treatment of any information, including personally identifiable information you submit to us. Users acknowledge that their 

submission of any material including data, pictures, information are done voluntarily by the User who understands that their race, sex, 

religion, locations, skills, career history to current employment may be ascertained by viewers of Up’s online or offline material. Users 

acknowledge that upon joining this site and entering their information, this information now becomes a part of the public domain via the 

databases Up and their Users use. This information may be used from time to time by Up in identifying opportunities and roles for Members. 

 

3. UP’S RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES. 

 

I. Exchanges and Communication between Users. 

 

Users are solely responsible for their interactions with other Users except where Up stipulates they’re not, for example where a User’s 

UpSONAR Support Team interacts with a third party to for example secure interviews or offers of employment for Users. Up may restrict 

intra communication between Users if it feels it is required to enforce this Agreement.   

 

II. Continuity and Availability of Service. 

 

Up continually act to evolve our offerings. Up allow Users to access our websites and systems as they’re available from day to day, without 

any further obligations not detailed in this Agreement. Up may cancel, stop access to, suspend, terminate, change or alter prices for all or 

part of the Services in our sole discretion. All of these changes are effective as of the time they’re posted on our site or emailed to Users. Up 

reserves the right to remove and all information we deem contrary to this Agreement, with or without notice. All of these changes shall be 

effective upon their posting on our site or by direct communication to you unless otherwise noted. Up further reserves the right to withhold, 

remove and or discard any content available as part of your account, with or without notice if deemed by Up to be contrary to this 

Agreement.  

 

Up have no responsibility to archive, maintain or provide Members with any content or information apart from that detailed in this 

Agreements or respective Member Model Schedule of Services and Member Model Terms and Conditions. Members may experience 

technical issues from time to time as system is upgraded or debugging is carried out. Up shall not be responsible for the failure or 

performance of this website and/or the software used in connection with it; the loss of data or services resulting from delays, non-deliveries, 

misdeliveries, or service interruptions; the accuracy, quality, timeliness, completeness or nature of information obtained through its services; 

any omission in the information provided; nor the consequences arising from or related to any viruses transmitted through its services, or 

any liability, costs, loss of profits or consequential loss arising from your use of, or inability to access this website. 

 

III. Automatic Renewing of Subscriptions. (Not applicable to members who have been sponsored by a recruiter or employer) 

 

All subscriptions are automatically renewed and billed before the end of the current membership term except where a Member or Employer 

has paid the full sum for Membership in advance. Discounted memberships will be renewed automatically at the regular membership rate at 

end of the discounted membership term. Memberships that begin with a free trial will be renewed automatically at the regular membership 
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rate at end of the free trial period. The renewal process is automatically initiated before current memberships expire to maintain 

uninterrupted member access and a continuous membership history.  

 

Up reserves the ability to cancel auto-renewal for members as needed. Members have the ability to opt-out of auto-renewal at any point in 

time, by going to My Account and clicking on Cancel Auto-Renew. Paying Members who wish to cancel their Model 2 and Model 3 

Membership and or Subscriptions will have up to 3 days from the start of their All Access membership to cancel and receive a full refund. All 

subscriptions not cancelled within this 3 day period (including those subscriptions that are automatically renewed) may be cancelled at any 

time but no refund will be issued.  

 

IV. Databases 

 

Members acknowledge that all databases remain the property of Up. No Members may download, copy, distribute or claim these as being 

their own. Due the fact that Members also contribute information to Up’s databases, Up can’t verify completely the quality of information 

being contributed. Whilst Up attempt to verify information, it may not always be possible to verify all information in time prior to Member 

use. Up’s databases depend on information provided by third parties such as job and employer websites, newspapers and various media 

groups. The quality and quantity of this information such as job advertisements etc. may vary from time to time as this is dependent upon 

third parties changing user policies and accessibility. Up are constantly adding newspapers, RSS and other news feeds to the list of those 

being reviewed for job opportunities. Not all global newspapers are currently being reviewed. 

 

V. User Information Disclosure. 

 

Users acknowledge, consent and agree that Up may access, store, and disclose the personal information you submit to us if required to do so 

by law or in a good faith belief that such storing of information or disclosure is reasonably required in our opinion to: (1) defend the rights, 

property, or individual protection of Up, our Users or the public. (2) answer claims of a abuse of the rights of third parties, whether or not 

the third party is a User, individual, or government department (3) confirm with legal process, including but not limited to court 

requirements and or orders,  civil and criminal subpoenas, or other compulsory disclosures; (4) respond to customer service inquiries (5) 

administer this Agreement. Up may from time to time record the Member Induction session held over the phone with a Member to enable 

the Member to review this recording as a part of their familiarisation with our system. For quality assurance Up may record conversations 

with our Members and retain these voice files throughout the duration of membership. Our staff will advise members when there are being 

recorded. We typically record a recital of a one paragraph disclosure to Members ensuring they understand their and our mutual 

responsibilities. This is both protect the Member and our firm. 

 

VI. Other Parties. 

 

Up from time to time provide and advertise links to other websites which we feel may benefit Users. Users become personally and solely 

responsible for illegal use of other sites and databases. Up do not warrant the accuracy of any information on any other websites or 

information in general provided by other entities be it Users or other businesses especially those providing databases.  Users acknowledge 

that Up’s databases like many databases are built from information provided from other sources which Up do not have the time to verify in 

full. Up use at times external parties to source job information which Up at times cannot verify the originality or source. 

 

4. USER RIGHTS AND ACCESS PRIVILEGES. 

 

On the proviso that Users act in strict accordance  with all their responsibilities in this Agreement, Up grant Users a non-assignable, 

restricted, non-sublicenseable revocable, non-exclusive right to access, via a commonly accessible web browser or other Up approved 

applications (but not through spiders, web scraping, internet crawling or other programs for technology used to access data without the 

express written consent of Up), information and use the Services that Up provide on our webpages and offline material and in line with this 

Agreement. All other use of Up’s Service or information which is not in direct alignment with our Vision, Mission or Business Model contrary 

to our mission and purpose (for example using information gathered from Up commercially unless expressly authorised by Up in writing) is 

strictly disallowed and in violation of this Agreement. Up reserve all rights not expressly  given in this Agreement, including, without 

limitation, title, ownership, intellectual property rights, and all other rights and interest in Up and all related items.  

 

5. NO GUARANTEES OR ENDORSEMENTS OF SITES OR SERVICES WE LINK TO OR THAT LINK TO US 

 

Up provides links and pointers to Internet sites maintained by third parties from its Site. Such linked sites are not under the control of Up and 

Up is not responsible for the contents (including the accuracy, legality or decency) of any linked site or any link contained in a linked site. Up 

is providing these links to you only as a convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by Up of the linked site. Up is 

not responsible for the copyright compliance of any linked site. Up will not be liable for any damages or loss arising in any way out of or in 

connection with or incidental to any information or third party service provided by any third party. 

 

6. NO GUARANTEES OF JOB VACANCY 

 

Due to the large volume of Jobs on Ups databases and the limited information provided by Employers, Up gives no guarantee to Users of the 

continued availability of any particular Job or Opportunity advertised and will not be liable to you should an advertiser or other have filled 

the vacancy at any time prior to removal of the advertisement from the Site. 

 

Whilst Up takes efforts to ensure that Roles advertised are for actual job vacancies, it gives no guarantee to you that every Job 

advertisement represents an actual Job vacancy. 
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7. DISCLAIMER. 

 

Some countries may not recognise this disclaimer 

 

Up provide their material as is. We do not warrant or represent its accuracy unless otherwise explicitly stated in writing. To the optimal 

degree allowed under appropriate law, Up deny any and all inferred guarantees and representations as to user products or services that may 

be marketed all recommended through our online or offline material. Up has no obligation and makes no guarantees for the efficient 

delivery of any messages, notification or updates as this will vary depending up Users, technical demands on our servers etc. Up do not 

warrant that your use of our material will in any way not limit or violate the rights of third parties or other users. Up disclaims all 

responsibility for identity theft or any other misappropriation of User’s personal identities or material. Up are not in any way obligated to 

review, assess, analyse or monitor how users use our site. Up does not warranty that the services it delivers will operate without disruption 

or faults in operations or accessibility. In specific, the functioning of Services may be disturbed resulting from electrical disturbances, ISP 

issues, updates, overloads, system failures, maintenance or other.  Up rejects all liability for any faults, accessibility issues, or less than 

optimal use of the up site due to unsuitable equipment, troubles related to utilities specifically internet service providers, to the overload of 

the internet network, and for any other cause.  

 

8. RESTRICTIONS ON LIABILITY. 

 

Some countries may not recognise this limitation on liability. 

 

Neither Up nor any of our affiliates, subsidiaries, staff, investors, shareholders, or directors (“Up Affiliates”) accept liability for any particular, 

minor, unplanned, corrective or substantial damages or loss of usage, revenue, profit or information to you or any other third person from 

User’s use of this Service, Applications or any of the data or other items on, acquired through or downloaded from Up’s online or offline 

material, systems or websites. This restriction of liability shall be the maximum of any damages in excess of two times the most recent 

monthly fee that you paid for a Service, if any, or AUD $150, whichever amount is smaller, or  

 

Shall not be applicable should the User have become bound to a another separate agreement to buy other Models with a different  

Restriction of Liability provision that replaces this section in relation to those other Model’s Services provided. 

 

Shall not be applicable to any harm that Up may cause you deliberately or meaningfully in violation of this Agreement or relevant law, or as 

otherwise directed by relevant law that cannot be disallowed from in this Agreement; and 

 

Apply irrespective of whether (1) the partial remedies provided in this section fail of their needed purpose (2) we knew or should have 

known about the prospect of such compensations, or (3) the User base their claim on statute, contract, tort, or any other legal concept. 

 

9. TERMINATION. 

 

I. Shared Rights of Termination. 

 

A User may terminate this Agreement with Up by advising Up in writing for any reasons or no reason. Termination does not however void or 

change in any way obligations by the User or Member for payment to Up for an existing, past or future Service of which they’ve contracted 

Up to provide under these Terms and Conditions, nor does it void the User’s or Member’s obligations under the various Member Model 

Terms and Conditions and/or Clause 13 herein. Conversely Up may terminate the Agreement for any reason or no reason, at any time, with 

or without notice. This cancellation shall be effective immediately or as otherwise specified in the written notice. For avoidance of doubt, 

only Up or the entity paying for the service (or the sponsored Member) may terminate the User’s access to any of Up’s Services, including 

UpSONAR. Termination of your Up account includes disabling your access to Up and may also bar you from any future use of Up’s Services 

including access to your UpSONAR account and UpSONAR Email account. 

 

II. Inappropriate use of the Services. 

 

Up may change, reduce, suspend or end the access to, or terminate the account of any User who abuses or inappropriately uses the Services 

Up provides. Inappropriate use of the Services includes corresponding with other Users with whom you do not have a valid reason to 

connect to as it relates to generating interviews, or potentially offers of employment or proposals to enter into business partnerships with; 

corresponding with other Users in a secretive manner which may result in alienating Up from its rights in acting as a representative to any 

Users or Members, abusing the Up Intra-Mail services; creating numerous or false profiles; using the Services commercially without Up’s 

authorisation, infringing any intellectual property rights, or any other behaviour that Up, in its sole discretion, deems contrary to its mission, 

vision and purpose, rights, security or Privacy of other Users including spamming. Members who secure work with an employer (where the 

employer is in the business of recruiting for other employers) will have their Membership put on hold until such point as their employment 

has ceased and can be verified. 

 

III. Consequence of Termination. 

 

Upon the termination of your Up account, Users lose all access to Up’s Services. Up may also block access to its Services from certain IP 

addresses relating to certain terminated Users. The terms of this Agreement especially Clause 13 shall survive any termination. 

 

10. JURISDICTION LAW AND ARBITRATION. 
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I. Choice of Law. 

 

With the acceptance of any Disagreements relating to intellectual property rights, responsibilities or any infraction claims, any Disputes with 

Up resulting from or due to this Agreement (“Disagreements”) shall be governed by New South Wales law regardless of your country of 

origin or where you access Up material from, and notwithstanding of any contradictions of legal process or thought. 

 

II. Arbitration. 

 

Up and or the User may secure (initial or enduring) injunctive relief and instructions to force arbitration or enforce arbitral grants in any 

court of capable jurisdiction.  

 

III. Dispute Resolution 

 

If a dispute arises between the parties to this contract then either party shall send to the other party a notice of dispute in writing 

adequately identifying and providing details of the dispute. Within fourteen (14) days after service of a notice of dispute, the parties shall 

confer at least once, to attempt to resolve the dispute. At any such conference each party shall be represented by a person having authority 

to agree to a resolution of the dispute. In the event that the dispute cannot be so resolved either party may by further notice in writing Up to 

have the matter resolved by mediation (the costs of mediation to be borne equally between both parties). If not resolved through mediation 

then the matter shall be resolved by litigation in a New South Wales District Court. 

 

11. GENERAL TERMS. 

 

I. Translations. 

 

The original English language versions of this Agreement, the Privacy Policy, and any other documentation, including additional terms of 

Services govern the User’s relationship with Up.  

 

II. Severability. 

 

If any provision of these terms and conditions shall be invalid, void, illegal or unenforceable the validity, existence, legality and enforceability 

of the remaining provisions shall not be affected, prejudiced or impaired. These terms and conditions and any contract to which they apply 

shall be governed by the laws of New South Wales and are subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of New South Wales. Up shall be under no 

liability whatsoever to the Member for any indirect and/or consequential loss and/or expense (including loss of income or profit) suffered by 

the User arising out of a breach by Up of these terms and conditions. In the event of any breach of this contract by Up the remedies of the 

Member shall be limited to damages which under no circumstances shall exceed the amount of the lessor of one months Subscription of the 

Membership Commitment Bond paid by the Member to Up.  

 

III. Notices and Service of Process. 

 

In addition to Section 2.viii. ('Notifications, Service Updates and Messages”), Up may notify you via postings to 

www.upsonar.com/upuseragreement . Users may contact Up Legal via emailing legal@upsonar.com  

 

This is the address to be used for servicing legal notices. Notices sent to any addresses other than these will have no legal affect.  

 

IV. No Informal Waivers, Agreements or Representations. 

 

Up’s failure to take action in relation to breaches of this Agreement by any User doesn’t reduce or void our right to take action in relation to 

the breach and / or further breaches. Otherwise than as expressly and explicitly considered by this Agreement, permissions, declarations, 

waivers,  no representations or other omissions or actions by any affiliates of Up shall be deemed legally binding on any affiliate associated 

with Up, except in the case where a duly appointed staff Member of Up has approved this in the written form and hand signed it. 

 

V. No Injunctive Respite.  

 

Users shall not in any circumstances request or be entitled to rescission, injunctive or other reasonable relief, or to order or restrain the 

operation of Ups’ Services, manipulation of any advertising or other materials supplied in connection therewith, or manipulation of Up’s 

Services or any content or material used or exhibited by Up’s offline or online presence or Services.  

 

VI. Whole Agreement. 

 

Users acknowledge and agree that this Agreement, and Up’s Privacy Policy (www.upsonar.com/upprivacypolicy) constitutes the whole, 

complete and exclusive agreement between the User and Up relating to Up’s Services and that it replaces all prior agreements and 

understandings, orally or in writing (career transition members who are sponsored by employers are also bound by the Career Transition 

Schedule of Services (see www.upsonar.com/careertransition) . Users may also be bound by extra terms and conditions that may apply when 

they subscribe or pay for Up other services), and/or software and content provided by numerous third-parties. 
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VII. Changes to this Agreement. 

 

Up reserve the right to change, add to and / or replace the terms of this Agreement by posting changes on www.upsonar.com website and 

by email notification.  

 

VIII. Beneficiaries. 

 

Where an entity other than Up Executive Agents & Search Pty Ltd are owned by 50% or greater by Up they’re to be treated as intended third 

party Beneficiaries (not parties) and thus retain a right to enforce this Agreement directly against any Users.  

 

IX. Transfer and Delegation. 

 

Users cannot transfer or delegate any rights or responsibilities they have under this Agreement and if an attempt to do so is made this 

attempt will not be binding.  Up may however at their sole discretion without restriction transfer or delegate any and all rights and 

responsibilities under this Agreement, partially or in fill with or without notice to Users to Up Executive Agents & Search (A.C.N 141 160 223) 

where governing jurisdiction defaults to NSW Australia. Upon informing a User Up may replace Up with any third party beneficiary that then 

will inherit our rights and responsibilities detailed in this Agreement. 

 

12. Up User ‘CAN DOS’ and ‘CAN’T DOS’. 

 

The below ‘Can Do’s’ and ‘Can’t Do’s’ outlines broadly what UpSONAR User and Members can and can’t do in using UpSONAR. These are 

strict conditions of Membership. Members that can’t abide by these will have their Memberships revoked without refund or rebate and be 

potentially blacklisted from our site. Up instigate these rules to protect Member’s interests and the integrity of the overall UpSONAR system.  

 

In being granted Access to UpSONAR, and Up’s offline and offline systems and materials, Users accept the following ‘Can Do’s’ and ‘Can’t 

Do’s’: 

 

A. ‘Can Do’s’; Users are obligated to: 

 

1. Familiarise themselves with and abide by our Privacy Policy. 

2. Conform to all relevant laws, without restriction, including, intellectual property laws, privacy laws, trade laws, tax and government 

revenue laws, and regulatory necessities. 

3. Only participate in this offering in an ethical and professional fashion. 

4. Give Up truthful and up to date information and maintain it as being so, 

5. Only use their UpSONAR provided email account in corresponding with other UpSONAR contacts, recruitment organisations (including 

search firms), employers for all roles or opportunities they have sourced through the use of UpSONAR. This is to ensure correct 

disclosure or representation, to ensure Up can provided high levels of support and on time advice to the Member and to keep the 

system open, ethical and transparent. 

6. Comprehensively update their interview progress or change of status on the ’Application’ and ‘Interview’ tabs on the SONAR platform 

daily, 

7. List completely organisations that their Support Team must not facilitate marketing to. Due to the complexities of structures of many 

holding companies, Members must list on separate lines all subsidiaries (and their common abbreviations if applicable) not to approach 

in a group (rather than just the group’s name) in their ‘Seeking’ page under the section ‘Organisations Not to Approach’. 

8. Familiarise themselves with notices and updates from Up relating to Services and changes. 

9. Where UpSONAR has been used in generating an interview, inform all organisations (except recruitment and search firms) that they’re 

interviewing with no later than at the completion of the first interview that they’re represented by Up and that our Terms and 

Conditions apply which include a fee for the introduction of the Member should the organisation decide to hire the Member. 

 

B. ‘Can’t Do’s’; Users are obligated not to: 

 

1. Behave misleadingly, unprofessionally by conducting oneself in an unprofessional manner by posting unsuitable, incorrect, or offensive 

content on Up’s online websites and systems. 

2. Publish imprecise information or incorrectly formatted data in the selected fields on various registration or other forms (e.g. do not place 

a number in a name field). Users should not list their work email as their preferred email for the purposes of receiving correspondence 

where there is a risk the wrong people may read it e.g your employer. Users should be careful as to what Privacy Settings they select. 

3. Produce a User Account or Profile for anyone other than a natural person; 

4. Pester, maltreat or injure another person, including sending unwelcomed correspondence to other Users; 

5. Spam people, or repeatedly approach people or organisations that are clearly not likely to be interested in the Member for employment 

or recruitment purposes,  

6. Upload a profile picture that is not similar to your current appearance,  

7. Try to use another Users account or create a false account,  

8. Upload, post, email, ‘Intra-mail’, communicate or otherwise make accessible or commence any content that incorrectly claims, mimics or 

otherwise distorts your identity, including but not restricted to the use of an alias, or falsifying your employment history and 

qualifications, or your relationships with other individuals or organisations currently, in the past or soon to be, 

9. Is illegal, libellous, insulting, lewd, prejudiced or otherwise offensive; 

10. Inserts in a database cell or field data that is not relevant to that field (i.e. a number in a name field, an email address in a number field, 

or a telephone number in non-telephone number field.  
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11. On UpSONAR users are not permitted to disclose on their Personal Public Profile, their resumes or on marketing letters (that are used on 

UpSONAR) any non UpSONAR issued email addresses or any contact numbers, (contact numbers can be given after an initial interview 

has been generated) (this is partly to enable Up to monitor ongoing interview progress that we have a financial interest in) 

12. Post material that you don’t have the right to reveal or make accessible under contractual agreement, ethical obligation, fiduciary 

relationships or non-disclosure agreements.  

13. Disrupts the rights of others through copyrights, patents, ‘business secrets’, trademarks or other proprietary rights or responsibilities; 

14. Includes any unsolicited or unlawful advertising, “junk-mail”, “spam”, profile-raising materials, or other. This injunction includes but is 

not limited to using UpSONAR requests or invitations to correspond with persons who don’t know you and / or are obviously unlikely to 

want to know you. 

15. Contains files, programs, Trojans, Worms, Virus, or software codes that harm or restrict, interrupt or destroy functionality of any 

computer hardware  or software or equipment of Up or any User of Up’s Services;  

16. Falsify headings or else manipulate identifiers to mislead or hide recipients as to the senders of emails or other correspondence. 

17. Participate in any practices to recruit or build home based businesses or networks, 

18. Rebrand, transfer or distribute any of Up’s licenced or copyrighted material without Up’s explicit written consent.  

19. Reverse engineer, decompile, undo, decode or else try to find the source code for any hidden or visible intellectual property used to 

provide Up’s Services, or any part thereof 

20. Use, apply or duplicate data or content from Up’s material on or offline that is in anyway competitive to Up’s vision, mission or business 

plans, 

21. Hint or claim, in any way, indirectly or directly that you’re associated with or recommended by Up unless you have entered into a written 

agreement with Up to such effect,  

22. Create or change in part any applications or programs created by Up for any use,  

23. Be remunerated in any way financially or non-financially for the use of Up’s Services or information in whole or part in a manner not 

explicitly allowed by Up for example making money from Up Online Groups or Associations, or networks. 

24. Link to any of Up’s pages apart from Up’s home page, or the users own profile page. 

25. Take off or hide any proprietary rights notices, registered marks, copyrights, trademarks or other contained in or on Up’s websites, 

including those www.upsonar.com and any of its licensors; 

26. Interfere with any Up allowed advertising on Up’s websites,  

27. Gather, store, use or distribute a User or Up personal or confidential information or data,  

28. Share information of people without their explicit consent; 

29. Violates or uses Up’s trademarks and/or logos, brand, including, without limitation, using the word “Up” or “UpSONAR” in any email, 

business name, or URL or including Up’s logos, trademarks and otherwise as provided in Up’s Marketing Rules or as expressly permitted 

by Up in writing; 

30. Be involved in any software, or methods, that extricate information such as ‘crawling’, or ‘scraping’ or other any web pages or other 

services contained in the Up site; 

31. Use any automated devices or part automated to access Up’s databases or messages without Up’s express written consent, 

32. Access or monitor in any way and through any means Up’s accessibility, deliverability or offerings for any competitive reasons; 

33. Participate in “mounting,” “reflecting,” or else mimicking the look, form or function of Up’s websites; 

34. Trying to or access Up’s websites or servers by any methods other than through the paths provided by Up being by navigating through 

www.upsonar.com by a web browser 

35. Trying to or intervening with any security element included in or underlying Up’s websites.  

36. Participate in any act that directly or indirectly affects the correct working of or puts an unreasonable demand on Up’s infrastructure, 

including, but not limited to, sending unsolicited correspondence to Up staff or Users, trying to acquire unapproved admittance to Up 

websites or servers, or spreading or triggering computer viruses through or on Up’s websites or servers; 

37. Disturb or interrupt or game Up’s websites or Services, including, but not limited to, any servers or networks connected to Up especially 

Up’s programs, functions and formulas. 

38. Provide incorrect or inflated information in Resumes posted employment longevity or other.  

39. Mislead Up as to their current employment, including employment status, skills, or education, address as well as interview status and 

progress and affiliations with competitors. 

40. Members shall not disclose any details of jobs or opportunities they’ve viewed on UpSONAR with any individuals or organisations except 

Up staff and the interviewing entity. 

 

 

13. REPRESENTATION & PLACEMENT FEES 

 

I. In consideration of the substantial risks and costs Up incur on a Member’s behalf and to give our organisation a fair and equitable chance 

of making a reasonable return on our investment in the form of placement fees paid by employers for employment opportunities that 

Members are introduced to via the UpSONAR platform, Members irrevocably and unconditionally undertake during their Membership, and 

for a further period of three (3) months following termination of that Membership (the “Period of Exclusive Representation”), to be 

Exclusively Represented by Up for the sole purpose of securing employment for the Member with employers that have been marketed to via 

the UpSONAR platform (“Introduced Employers”) and in respect of employment opportunities reasonably attributable to Up’s marketing 

efforts from that platform (“Introduced Employment”). 

 

 In this clause “Exclusively Represented” means that during the Period of Exclusive Representation the Member: 

 

a. Will not seek solicitations or invitations to secure Introduced Employment with Introduced Employers independently of Up’s 

representation or knowledge;  
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b. Will be required to inform Introduced Employers that they are exclusively represented by Up in respect of Introduced Employment 

within a reasonable time no latter than their first interview; 

 

c. Will not frustrate, or otherwise interfere with Up negotiating and entering into its standard terms and conditions for employment of 

the Member with any Introduced Employer in respect of any Introduced Employment (“Standard T&C”) and earning any 

commensurate placement fees; 

 

d. Will provide Up of with full details of any offers of Introduced Employment, including providing a copy of the offer and job 

description prior to accepting any such offer from an Introduced Employer; and 

 

e. Will use only their UpSONAR mailbox to correspond with any Introduced Employers in respect of Introduced Employment. 

 

  For avoidance of doubt, “Exclusively Represented” does apply to, or include: 

 

f.  Interviews, pursuit, solicitations and/or invitations of employment disclosed to Up in writing by the Member in completing the 

‘Current Interviews’ section of the Member’s UpSONAR Profile (tab ‘Seeking’); 

 

g. offers of employment made to the Member by persons other than Introduced Employers; 

 

h. offers of employment that were not Introduced Employment; 

 

i. offers of employment made to the Member outside the Period of Exclusive Representation; or 

 

j. offers of employment from Introduced Employers where Up has released the Member in writing. 

 

II. If a Member is employed in Introduced Employment and Up do not receive a placement fee due to the Member’s breach of clause 13.I 

above, the Member shall compensate Up for the placement fee lost as per the Standard T&Cs and reasonable associated costs incurred in 

placing that Member. [My Suggestion: Compensation shall not exceed X% of the members Total Compensation Package in respect of the 

Introduced Employment]. The Member acknowledges that the Up standard fee rate is five hundred dollars per hour (AUD 500.00 +GST) in 

managing candidates. By way of example,  it typically costs Up over ten thousand dollars (AUD10,000) to support a Member. 

 

III. Restraint of Trade. Considering the substantial risk Up have taken on-board in supporting the Member and the considerable funds and 

time they invest in securing the Member employment, the Member agrees that this constitutes sufficient ‘valuable consideration’ for any 

claim for restraint of trade by the Member not to be enforceable. The Member acknowledges Clause 13 herein is reasonable and necessary 

to protect Up’s investment in the Member and Up’s right to represent the Member to employers and thus to reasonably claim a placement 

fee from the Introduced Employer for facilitating the introduction of the Member in respect of the Introduced Employment. 

 

14. GUARANTEE PERIODS.  

 

Up from time to time will provide a guarantee period to an Employer for example one to six months. Within this period if the Member is 

terminated the employer may request Up to either refund all or part of their placement fee received. If the employment of the Member has 

been terminated due to gross misconduct, that Member will become solely liable for the full cost of the refund and all associated debt 

recovery costs including but not limited to legal fees to Up. The Member authorises Up or a third party acting on behalf of Up to credit list 

that Member as a part of debt collection proceeding if required.  

 

15. PROTESTS RELATING TO INFORMATION POSTED ON THE UP WEBSITES. 

 

UpSONAR™ was created to help career executives and other business people accelerate their career and businesses’ growth through easier, 

faster, less expensive and more enjoyable ways. To succeed in this vision Up promote the sharing of honest and correct information, in doing 

so Up, respect the intellectual property rights of all people. Thus this Agreement necessitates that content posted by Users are correct and 

not obstructive to any rights including intellectual property rights of anyone. To encourage these goals, Up provides a procedure for 

submission of protests concerning information submitted online by Users of our Websites. 
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Letter of Understanding Accompanying 

User Agreement for Sponsored Members 

 

 

I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………  have requested that Up Executive Agents & Search Pty Ltd (Up) 

enrol me in their program and cover the costs of their program for me. This program is provided solely for the purpose off 

helping me secure another job opportunity. I understand this is an expensive program for Up to fund and that they are 

carrying a substantial risk in supporting candidates. In consideration of their investment and risk, I have assured them I will 

exercise  a duty of care in ensuring that all employers they introduce me to are made aware that they alone act as my Agent 

and that their T&Cs governing my hire are applicable and need to be accepted by the employer prior to hiring myself. I have 

assured Up that I will ensure the employer has accepted their terms and conditions prior to accepting an offer of employment. 

I authorise and expect Up to negotiate with the employer re my salary and terms of employment.  

 

I acknowledge if Up do not release me to an employer who does not accept their terms that this is a not a ‘restraint of trade’ 

as the acceptance by an employer of their Terms and Conditions is a reasonable and key condition enabling them to promote 

trade on my behalf. I understand this fee payable by an employer to Up is necessary and reasonable as it allows Up to recoup 

their costs and make a profit.  

 

I also acknowledge Up are not acting in the capacity of a recruiter but rather as my Agent. I understand they will follow up 

interviews on my behalf where they feel appropriate.  

 

I have had the time to read the above agreement and have no questions or misunderstandings. 

 

I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………  hereby elect that Up Executive Agents & Search Pty Ltd (Up) 

enrol me in their program and cover the costs of their program for me as a Sponsored Member. [Please delete if not applicable] 

 

x……………………………………………… 

Member Signature 

 

……………………………………………… 

Member Name. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address: 

Dated:……………………………………… 

 

 

x………………………………………………. 

Signature of Witness. 

 

……………………………………………… 

Witness Name. 

 

Please ensure you print off a copy for your own records. 

Please insert a copy of your current drivers licence here
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 Up’s Copyright Policy 

 

Copyright Policy 

Last revised on November 20 2011 

 

COMPLAINTS REGARDING CONTENT POSTED ON THE UP WEBSITE 

 

Up desires to offer a website where our Users share truthful and accurate information. We respect the intellectual property rights of others 

and desire to offer a website which contains no content that violates those rights. Our User Policy requires that information posted by Users 

and Members be accurate, lawful and not in violation of the intellectual property rights of third parties. To promote these objectives, Up 

provides a process for submission of complaints concerning content posted by our Users. Our policy and procedures are described in the 

sections that follow. 

 

In accordance with our User Policy and these procedures, and regardless of whether Up may be liable for any alleged violation of rights or 

inaccurate or unlawful content, Up may remove or disable access to specified content appearing on the Up website upon receipt of a verified 

notice asserting that the content infringes intellectual property rights, is inaccurate, or is otherwise unlawful. Whether or not we disable 

access to or remove content, Up may make a good faith attempt to forward the written notification, including the complainant’s contact 

information, to the User who posted the content and/or take other reasonable steps to notify the User that Up has received notice of an 

alleged violation of intellectual property rights or other content violation. The User may refute a claim by submitting a counter-notice as 

permitted in these procedures. Any counter-notice submitted may be provided to the complainant with the User’s contact information. Our 

policies and procedures for removing or disabling access to content alleged to be infringing, inaccurate or otherwise unlawful are and remain 

at our sole discretion. It is also our policy, in appropriate circumstances and in our discretion, to disable and/or terminate the accounts of 

Users, or groups as the case may be, who may infringe or repeatedly infringe the intellectual property rights of others, or who otherwise 

post inaccurate or unlawful content. 

 

Please note that any notice or counter-notice you submit must be truthful and must be submitted under penalty of perjury. A false notice or 

counter-notice may give rise to personal liability. You may therefore want to seek the advice of legal counsel before submitting a notice or a 

counter-notice. 

 

CLAIMS REGARDING COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

 

Notice of Copyright Infringement 

 

Up has implemented procedures for receiving written notification of claimed infringements. Up has also designated an agent to receive 

notices of claimed copyright infringement. If you believe in good faith that your copyright has been infringed, you may complete and submit 

a Notice of Copyright Infringement form, or otherwise provide a written communication which contains: 

 

1. An electronic or physical signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of the copyright interest; 

2. A description of the copyrighted work that you claim has been infringed; 

3. A description specifying the location on our website of the material that you claim is infringing; 

4. Your telephone number and e-mail address; 

5. A statement by you that you have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the 

law; and 

6. A statement by you, made under penalty of perjury, that the information in your notice is accurate and that you are the copyright 

owner or authorized to act on the copyright owner’s behalf. 

7. Please submit your notice to Up Corporation’s Copyright Agent as follows: 

 

By E-mailing copyrights@upsonar.com 

 

Counter-Notice: 

 

If you believe that a notice of copyright infringement has been improperly submitted against you, you may submit a Counter-Notice, You 

may complete the Counter-Notice Regarding Claim of Copyright Infringement form, or otherwise provide a written communication which 

contains: 

 

1. Your physical or electronic signature; 

2. Identification of the material removed or to which access has been disabled; 

3. A statement under penalty of perjury that you have a good faith belief that removal or disablement of the material was a mistake or 

that the material was misidentified; 

4. Your name and telephone number, and a statement that you consent to the jurisdiction of the District court of New South Wales) 

5. Please submit your Counter-Notice to Up’s Copyright Agent via email or mail to the addresses specified above. 
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CLAIMS REGARDING CONTENT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY VIOLATIONS (OTHER THAN COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT) 

 

To notify Up that you in good faith believe that content (“Specified Content’) posted by a User on our website infringes your intellectual 

property rights (other than copyright -- in which case please see Claims Regarding Copyright Infringement) or is inaccurate or unlawful, you 

may complete the Notice of Content and Intellectual Property Violations form and submit it to Up’s Content Complaint Manager via email or 

mail as specified below. Any assertions made by you in submitting this form are under penalty of perjury. 

 

Up’s Content Complaint Manager can be reached as follows: 

 

By E-mailing copyrights@upsonar.com 

 

Counter-Notice: 

 

If you believe the Notice Of Content and Intellectual Property Violations was submitted in error, or if you contest the removal of the 

allegedly infringing, inaccurate or unlawful content, you may complete a Counter-Notice Regarding Claim of Content and Intellectual 

Property Violations form and submit it to Up’s Content Complaint Manager by either email or mail at the addresses specified above. Any 

assertions made by you in submitting this form are under penalty of perjury.  


